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Our Story
Lisa was perfectly happy in London.  Life as a real estate agent was challenging and developing and 
living in the big city was exciting and social.  But a longing for the green beech woods, the plains of 
Skåne and a gentler pace was growing ever stronger.  So she took husband, baby and everything 
but the kitchen sink and moved back to where she was born and where she grew up.  She moved 
home to Klinta.
Her entire savings, years’ worth of amassed creative ideas and bucketloads of passion were poured 
into opening a garden, design and gift shop at her parents’ garden centre.  There, between the café 
and the flower meadow and with the help of a good friend back in England, Lisa created Klinta’s 
very own fragranced candle. The ingredients were vital.  Sustainable and renewable natural oils that 
were so mild that they could even be used as a body and massage oil.  Re-use, sustainability, timeless 
design, environmental impact – all factors to prioritise.  Lisa insisted too that no unnecessary additions 
be made to the wax and that the candles should be poured by hand, so that each and every one 
breathed quality and artisanal spirit.
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Simon &  Lisa Stevens
Founders, Klinta

She found inspiration in fragrances from the garden and vegetable plot, the forest, the lake, her home 
and the flower meadows - recreating these in the candles.  In this way each visitor to the gardens 
at Klinta could take a small piece of it away with them and continue enjoying it all day, every day.

The candles were a hit!  And success was contagious!  It wasn’t long before Klinta 
could be found in shops all around Skåne.  Today you can find that ’Klinta feeling’ in 
design stores, gift shops, florists and salons across Sweden, Scandinavia and the world!
The range is growing fast and now offers a wide selection of room fragrance and 
skincare products.  Even though a lot has happened since that first candle was born, it’s 
still all about those same values, expectations and the demand for quality.  Klinta strives 
constantly to maintain those same uncompromising standards and that handpicked feeling.

’Everyone should be able to enjoy a small piece of Klinta’, Lisa says.  ’Our carefully chosen, natural, 
mild fragrances are blended with beautifully pure and nourishing oils.  Past feelings are revived and 
the seeds for future memories are sown.  Every time we seal the carton and send off a batch of our 
candles, diffusers, soaps or oils, it’s a slice of that beloved aromatic landscape that we’re transporting.  
A work of craftsmanship that makes people feel good.  Quite simply, we deliver a slice of my Klinta.’
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Just a little something
KLINTAby

2019’s big new launch is these little beauties.  And just as the name implies, this should be the first 
choice when wanting to give someone ‘just a little something’.  Perhaps a dinner party host, a friend, 
a colleague or your darling mum?  There are lots of reasons to spread a bit of everyday luxury and 
why not, as the finishing touch, combine it with a heartwarming message?
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These candles are made from exactly the same ingredients as all of Klinta’s other series – soya wax, rapeseed oil 
and a few drops of skin-friendly perfume or essential oil – and come in Amber & Tonkabean (AT), Bubbly & Pink 
Grapefruit (BRG) or Prosecco & Vanilla (PV) fragrances.
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Welcome to a world where we unite Klinta’s beautiful, natural fragrances with Danish Friihof + Siig’s 
eye-catching designer jewelry to create a fantastic gift – for yourself or for someone special.  Yes, 
you read that right: there’s actually a piece of jewelry inside the candle that gradually reveals itself 
as the candle burns.  This is what you do:

1. Light the candle 
and enjoy the subtle 
fragrance;

2. When the little package 
is fully visible in the molten 
wax, extinguish the candle;

3. Carefully remove the 
package with a pair of 
tweezers;

4. Surprise yourself with 
what’s inside and put on 
your new piece of jewelry!

These candles are 
made from exactly the 
same ingredients as all 
of Klinta’s other series 
– soya wax, rapeseed 
oil and a few drops of 
skin-friendly perfume
 or essential oil.
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Bamboo & Olive Blossom Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit Lemon Verbena & Ginger

Raspberry & Lime Cotton Fresh Prosecco & Vanilla

In 2013 childhood friends Lena and Hanne put their 
creative heads together and came up with Friihof + Siig 
with a dream of offering unique jewelry to unique women.  
Today they are among Denmark’s most popular jewelry 
designers with their simple, raw design language.

Klinta’s founder and CEO, Lisa Stevens, says ‘I asked 
Friihof + Siig if they’d be interested in working with me 
simply because it’s their and only their jewelry that I wear 
myself.  Cool, simple and a little edgy. In combination 
with Klinta’s scents, the element of surprise makes for 
the perfect gift for anyone that likes both jewelry and 
candles!’

Over 50 different pieces of jewelry can be found in 
the candles in the form of necklaces or earrings.  The 

jewelry alone sells in the shops for anywhere between 
249 SEK and 449 SEK (€25-€45).  And the element 

of surprise is maximized by the total unpredictability of 
which piece will be revealed next.
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There are lots of vegan alternatives on the market when it comes to candles and reed diffusers.  But 
as far as we’re concerned a vegan candle needs to be good for everything and everyone.  It’s not 
enough that the product doesn’t contain any animal ingredients.  It’s just as important too that the 
ingredients are pure and taken directly from the plant kingdom so that neither you nor anyone around 
you suffers when you burn your candle. It goes without saying, or does it?
With VEGAN you get all of this and a bit more. We hope you get to fully appreciate the aromatic 
fragrances and the resultant clear conscience!

10% OF 
SWEDES CHOOSE 

TO EAT VEGETARIAN.  
AT THE SAME TIME 
MORE AND MORE 
OMNIVORES ARE 

ALSO EATING MEAT 
LESS OFTEN.  

“I’ve been a vegetarian for more than twenty years.  It’s a simple choice for 
me because I’ve always loved animals.  The fact that I prevent the slaughter of 
100 animals a year makes me a bit of an everyday hero I think.  And when, by 
preparing vegetarian meals, I force my family to do the same, then I’m saving 
even more lives.  And we get to live longer and more healthily.  What better gift 
can I give to myself and my children?  And that’s not all:  Did you know that the 
livestock industry accounts for 18% of greenhouse gas emissions?  That’s more 
than all the world’s transport systems combined.  I think we can all do our bit, 
whether it’s eating less meat or simply choosing carefully what you put on the 
table.  You just have to begin somewhere, sometime.”

Both candles and reeds are available in three fragrances: Eucalyptus & Peppermint
      Lemongrass
      Neroli, Lavender & Rosemary

Lisa Stevens 
Founder Klinta
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These candles are 
made from exactly the 
same ingredients as all 
of Klinta’s other series 

– soya wax, rapeseed 
oil and a few drops of 
skin-friendly perfume 

or essential oil.



Aromaterapi is an all-in-one candle for those of you interested in health and well-being. Klinta’s 
Aromaterapi is a collection of scented candles specifically formulated for meditation, yoga, massage 
and mindfulness.  Pure, natural base oils are blended with carefully selected essential oils that help 
promote just that feeling you want – whether it’s energy, calm or happiness.  And of course, the candles 
are free from parabens, mineral oils and colourants.  Just full of natural oils, fantastic fragrances and 
vegan goodness.
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These candles are made from exactly the same ingredients as all of Klinta’s other series – soya 
wax, rapeseed oil and a few drops of skin-friendly perfume or essential oil.  
Follow the instructions here to the right and ensure regular, plentiful overdoses!
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Uplifting Lemongrass & Orange 
Do you need some extra energy?  Lemongrass & Orange 
bursts with a clean and fresh citrus aroma which revives and 
energises both body and soul.  It lifts mental energy during 
morning yoga just as well as it enhances concentration 
during homework sessions.  Quite simply the ideal candle 
for perking up to.

Relaxing Incense & Cedar Wood
Do you need to relax a bit more?  Incense & Cedar Wood is 
a marvelous meditation oil that works to de-stress both body 
and mind as well as to reduce anxiety, tension and negative 
feelings.  In a nutshell this is the perfect candle if you want to 
chill out.  And it smells lovely too!

Health boosting Tea Tree & Geranium
Do you need a little feel-good boost?  This candle has full 
focus on your physical health.  Tea tree has antibacterial 
and antiseptic properties while geranium combats anxiety, 
depression and insomnia as well as fighting PMS.  The 
perfect feel-good candle.  And it smells lovely too!

FREE FROM PARABENS, MINERAL OILS 
AND COLOURANTS.  FULL OF NATURAL 
OILS, FANTASTIC FRAGRANCES AND VEGAN 
GOODNESS.

INGREDIENTS:  HYDROGENATED VEGETABLE 
OIL (RAPESEED, SOYBEAN), PARFUM 
(ESSENTIAL OILS ONLY). NOTHING ELSE.

Designed in Sweden

Choose from three fragrances and moods:

FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE YOUR OWN COMFY SPACE.  ADJUST THE 
LIGHTING, TEMPERATURE AND SOUND TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.  PUT ON SOME OF YOUR 
FAVOURITE MUSIC OR SIMPLY ENJOY THE SILENCE.  SIT OR LIE DOWN COMFORTABLY 
WITH CUSHIONS AND COVERS AS REQUIRED.  LIGHT YOUR CANDLE AND BRING IT CLOSER.  
BREATHE DEEPLY AND SLOWLY AND FEEL THOSE ESSENTIAL AROMAS FILL YOUR 
SENSES.  CLOSE YOUR EYES.  THINK OF THINGS THAT MAKE YOU HAPPY OR JUST EMPTY 
YOUR MIND.  ENJOY.  STAY THERE FOR AS LONG AS YOU LIKE OR FOR AS LONG AS YOU 
CAN.  WIND THINGS DOWN SLOWLY AND THANK YOURSELF FOR THIS PEACEFUL MOMENT.
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NEW SCENT!
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Klinta’s Classic Candles 
Klinta’s Large Massage Candle is the original and remains our 
best-selling product.  The candle burns for around 45 hours 
and is available in a selection of finely selected fragrances 
with the same base.

Our Little Candle has the exact same wonderful base and 
burns for 18 hours. This is a great piece of everyday luxury to 
be used regularly and also a great small gift!

The Large Massage Candle The Little Candle

Orange & Ginger
Orange & Ylang Ylang
Orange Blossom & Lavender
Bamboo & Olive Blossom 
Basil & Lime
Amber & Tonka Bean
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit 
Lemon Verbena & Ginger 
Elderflower & Lemon
Juniper & Pine
Pomegranate & Mint 
Raspberry & Quince 
Raspberry & Lime
Honey & Oats
Hyacinth
Japanese Cherry Blossom
Coffee & Cardamom 
Kiwi & Apricot
Coconut & Raw Sugar 
Gooseberry & Candy 
Royal Pomander
Lavender 
Lily of the Valley  
Natural (unfragranced)
Cotton Fresh
Peach & Honeydew Melon
Prosecco & Vanilla
Rhubarb & Vanilla
Clean Linen
Rose
Incense
Sandalwood 
Black Pomegranate
Sweet Cassis & Bergamot
Lilac
Almond & Apple 
Cranberry 
Garden Mint 
Unique
Vanilla & Chilli 
White Jasmine
Yoghurt & Strawberry 

Picture: Our new fragrance this spring is Prosecco & Vanilla 
which is available in Large and Little Candles as well as the 
50ml Reed Diffuser! 
Prosecco & Vanilla is a really bright and breezy fragrance.  
Fizzy, just sweet enough and with a slightly bitter end note.  A 
feminine fragrance designed for use throughout the year.
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Our Jar Candle 
Orange Blossom & Lavender 
Bamboo & Olive Blossom 
Amber & Tonka Bean
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Lemon Verbena & Ginger
Raspberry & Quince
Cotton Fresh
Rhubarb & Vanilla 
Sandalwood 
Sweet Cassis & Bergamot

The wooden lid sits tight in the glass jar, keeping the candle clean and looking tidy.  Once the candle 
has been used, wash the glass and use for storing nuts, cereals or dried fruit instead.

The Three Wick Candle 
Orange Blossom & Lavender 
Bamboo & Olive Blossom 
Amber & Tonka Bean
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Lemon Verbena & Ginger
Raspberry & Quince
Cotton Fresh
Rhubarb & Vanilla 
Sandalwood 
Sweet Cassis & Bergamot

When you really want to luxuriate and treat yourself then light Klinta times three.  Klinta’s Three Wick 
Candle has three wicks that together light up any space for a full 85 hours!  Cozy-factor turned up 
to maximum!



About how to use a Massage Candle. 
Light the candle as you normally would and wait a few minutes for a pool of oil 
to form on the surface.  Then dip your finger in the organic oil, or else pour the 
warm liquid directly onto the skin. It isn’t too warm – the specially formulated 
mix of oils keeps a suitable temperature for massage – around 55°C.  Light 
and extinguish as often as you want. Enjoy the warmth, the fragrance and the 
peace!

3

2
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About handmade products.
At Klinta we want as much of our produce as 
possible to be handmade, so that every item 
breathes craftsmanship and quality.  And so 
we are so proud that 90% of our range is 
poured, filled, labelled and packed by real 
people - boosting employment in our rural 
heartlands.

Nästan alla Klintas 
produkter görs för hand.

About our green packaging.
The glass we use for our candles and reed 
diffusers is 50% recycled.  And all of our 
glass containers are approved for food use 
while the sticky label is easy to peel off, 
making the glass immediately reusable as a 
drinking glass or small vase.  Our jars come 
with airtight wooden lids, making them ideal 
for jams, marmalades and other tasty stuff.  
Compared with animal fats, vegetable oils 
are easy to rinse off, reducing the need for 
detergents when cleaning our containers 
prior to their post-fragrance lives. And the 
label gets thrown in the recycling bin for 
plastics. Our boxes are made from 100% 
recycled cardboard!  We suggest that you 
recycle them again  - just as with the glass.  
The little metal wick holder gets picked out of 
the bottom of the glass and put in the metals 
recycling compartment for the bin man.
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Light the candle and wait a few minutes 

Dip finger or pour onto body

Massage into the skin 3

2

1



Stora och små Lock & Underlägg
Ett lock till ditt ljus så att det håller sig fräscht och rent när du inte 
har det tänt. Och när du har det tänt så kan du använda locket 
som underlägg istället.
 

Vektrimmare
Vekarna i våra ljus innehåller varken bly eller paraffin för att 
ditt ljus ska brinna så rent som möjligt. Därför kan det bli en 
kolklump på veken efter några timmar. Klipp veken innan du 
tänder ditt ljus. Detta gör ditt ljus sotfritt och vackert. 
Vektrimmaren lilla kopp samlar också upp den utbrända veken 
så den slipper hamna i din varma och sköna massageolja. Rent 
och snyggt, så att du till fullo kan njuta av ditt fantastiska ljus! 

Vegetabiliska värmeljus
Ett värmeljus gjort av ren palmolja är oändligt mycket snällare mot 
hälsan än de billigare, massproducerade och petroleumbaserade 
alternativen. Ljus gjorda på vegetabiliska oljor brinner rent, 
utan att förorena luften i vårt hem. Förutom att vara rök- och 
sotfri så är värmeljus gjorda av palmolja det mer naturliga och 
grönare valet för den som vill ha ett varmt och mysigt hem - 
utan att utsätta sig för utsläpp som annars hittas vid vägkanten. 

Ingredienser: 100% etiskt skördad och certifierad palmolja 
(RSPO).  Innehåller inte paraffin, petroleum, stearin, animaliska 
fetter, bivax eller färgämnen. Veken är av bomull. Ljuset brinner 
rent och utan sot i 4 timmar. Våra värmeljus är ej Massageljus.  

Visste du att...
... i Sverige tänder vi 300 miljoner värmeljus varje år.  Därför är det extra 
viktigt att vi använder ljus som är hållbara för både miljön och för vår hälsa.

REKOMMENDERAS  
TILL ASTMATIKER 

Personer med astma och allergier 
påverkas ofta negativt av vanliga 

värmeljus, som oftast består 
av paraffin. Testa ett 

vegetabiliskt ljus du med,  
och upptäck skillnaden!

Om fördelarna med vegetabiliska ljus.
• Vegetabilisk ljusmassa är giftfri och brinner renare än paraffin, utan petrolcarbonsot som kan 

svärta väggar, tak och möbler samt förorena luften i ditt hem.
• Vegetabiliska ljus har längre brinntid. De brinner långsammare och vid lägre temperatur än 

paraffinljus.
• Dess ingredienser (sojabönor, raps och palm i vårt fall) är, till skillnad från paraffin, förnyelsebara.
• Plantprodukter är naturligt nedbrytbara.
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About caring for your candle.  

Soya and rapeseed are natural and therefore burn differently from paraffin candles.  By using your 
Klinta Candle in the right way you’ll be able to enjoy your candle safely and for the maximum time 
possible. Never leave a candle unattended or light one where there’s a draught.  Trim the wick to 
about 6mm before you light the candle.  Keep the candle’s surface free from foreign material like 
match fragments or pieces of trimmed wick.  Allow the candle to burn as long as it takes for the wax 
to melt across the whole of its surface.  This will prevent your Klinta Candle from burning unevenly – 
resulting in so-called tunneling where a crater forms in the middle of the wax.  

Ensure that the wick remains centred and that it doesn’t touch the inside of the glass. Because the the cotton 
wick hasn’t been treated with alcohol or another flammable chemical, a ’mushroom’ of carbon can form 
during burning.  This can easily be trimmed using Klinta’s Wick Trimmer before you light your candle. 
Let the candle cool for an hour or so, trim the wick and light it again.  Avoid moving or touching your 
candle while the wax is still liquid and don’t have it lit for more than 5 hours at a time.  By storing 
your candle in a cool(ish) and dry place, out of direct sunlight, it won’t soften or crack.  The ideal 
temperature range for storing your Klinta Candle is between 0-28°C.

Now there’s also matching matches
for your Klinta Candle.
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About the ingredients in a Klinta Candle.
There are three components to a Klinta Candle:  the perfume (either essential oil or fragrance) and two 
vegetable oils – soya wax and rapeseed oil.  Free from aritifcial preservatives, colours, parabens, 
sulphates, animal products and anything else that shouldn’t be there.  The fragrance and essential oils 
are produced in the EU and, in accordance with EU law, they aren’t tested on animals. Our perfumes 
are blended throughout the candle wax (in comparison with many other candles where the fragrance 
is applied simply to the surface) and as a result they smell balanced and fantastic all the way down 
to the bottom of the glass!  And because the melting point of our plant wax is so much lower than the 
petroleum equivalent, the fragrance evaporates much more slowly and maintains its mild scent more 
effectively.  The wick is made from untreated cotton. Our oils (which make up 96% of each candle):

About Klinta’s glass.
All our glass containers are approved for 
food use. Great as drinking glasses, jam 
jars, dessert bowls and much more!

• Soya Wax. The soya wax in our candles is 
certified ’EcoSoya’ – an organic soya product 
free from genetically modified plant matter, 
pesticides and herbicides.  EcoSoya soya wax 
is 100% natural and free from mineral oils and 
beeswax.

• Rapeseed Oil. The remainder of our candle is 
made from rapeseed oil manufactured first and 
foremost for the food industry.  The rapeseed 
usually comes from the UK, Denmark or Poland.  
As an EU product, you can rest assured that our 
rapeseed oil is ethically made, GM-free and that 
it hasn’t travelled thousands of miles to get to us.
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Orange Blossom & Lavender 
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit

Amber & Tonka Bean 
Lemon Verbena & Ginger

Raspberry & Quince 
Cotton Fresh
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Klinta’s Natural Room Spray 
Klinta’s Room Spray is based on organic bi-products from, amongst other things, sugar cane and soya 
bean processing.  Together with Klinta’s carefully selected fragrances, we’ve created an alcohol-free, 
vegan room spray.  
This is how you use your room spray:  Spray in the air or onto fabrics and carpets to achieve your 
preferred level of fragrance strength.  If you are going to spray onto fabrics and soft furnishings, be 
sure to test on a small piece of the material first to avoid staining or discoloration.  If the room spray is 
spilled onto a lacquered surface, dab carefully away immediately to avoid further damage.



Natural Reed Diffusers 
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Klinta’s Reed Diffusers have the same pure and gentle fragrances as our candles and again we’ve 
chosen to take the natural and environmentally freindly route to production.  Unlike most other diffusers 
which typically contain large amounts of alcohol, glycol and acetone, we’ve tried a little harder at 
Klinta and used a vegetable oil with equally as effective scent-carrying capacity but without the strong 
smelling alcoholic vapour of the competition.  The base ingredient in Klinta’s Reed Diffusers is an oil 
derived from soyabeans – which is easily cultivated, fast-growing and completely sustainable.  And 
then of course we simply add a little fragrance or essential oil.



Reed Diffusers are easy to use and a great complement 
to  Klinta’s Massage Candles. Simply put the reeds in the 
oil. Prefer less fragrance? Use fewer reeds. Prefer more 
fragrance? Turn the sticks upside down from time to time.  
No maintenance required.

Tip! Ideal for small or enclosed 
spaces like bathrooms, 
wardrobes and cloakrooms.
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Read more about Klintas  
Quality Promise on page 33. 

50 ml (lasts 2-3 months):
Orange Blossom & Lavender 
Orange & Ylang Ylang
Bamboo & Olive Blossom 
Blueberry Crumble 
Amber & Tonka Bean
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Lemon Verbena & Ginger
Pomegranate & Mint 
Raspberry & Quince 
Raspberry & Lime 
Honey & Oats 
Japanese Cherry Blossom
Kiwi & Apricot
Cotton Fresh
Peach & Honeydew Melon
Prosecco & Vanilla
Rhubarb & Vanilla 
Clean Linen
Rose 
Sandalwood 
Sweet Cassis & Bergamot
Yogurt & Strawberry

NEW SCENT!

120 ml (lasts 3-6 months):
Orange Blossom & Lavender 
Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Amber & Tonka Bean 
Lemon Verbena & Ginger
Raspberry & Quince 
Cotton Fresh
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Select by Fragrance 
Our home fragrance products (candles, reeds and room sprays) are available in 41 different 
fragrances.  Find your favourite!

Apelsin & Ingefära - Orange & Ginger
Herbs and citrus always combine well.  Freshly pressed oranges in 
combination with envigorating ginger.  A cleanly fresh blend that definitely 
wakes all the senses.

Apelsin & Ylang Ylang - Orange & Ylang Ylang
The sweet scent of orange mixes with relaxing ylang ylang, creating a 
feeling of recovery and inner peace.  Often used in a spa setting, at yoga 
retreats and health studios because of its aromatherapy effects.  For those 
who seek calm!

Apelsinblomma & Lavendel - Orange Blossom & Lavender
Pure lavender oil is blended with citrussy orange blossom to give a modern 
yet classic, fresh and uplifting fragrance.  Orange & Lavender has been 
with us since the beginning and has become a Klinta staple.

Bambu & Olivblomma - Bamboo & Olive Blossom
A fresh mix of green bamboo and olive blossom with elements of black 
pepper, aniseed, water hyacinth and bergamot and undertones of oakmoss 
and musk.  A really light and airy fragrance that is right at home in the 
greenhouse.  Regarded by many as Klinta’s gentlest fragrance.

Basilika & Lime - Basil & Lime
A combination of green citrus, fresh lime and sweetsour mandarins along 
with basil and undertones of hardwood and amber.  Ideal for the kitchen 
or conservatory.  
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Bärnsten & Tonkaböna - Amber & Tonkabean
Warm amber and smoky tonkabean with aromas from French parfumery 
and cuisine create an exciting blend with undertones of creamy vanilla and 
fresh lavender.  An unusual mix full of charm, with a bit of a kick!

Bubbel & Rosa Grapefrukt - Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Sparkling fizz, sour grapefruit and sweet plums make for a really popular, 
sophisticated fragrance.  There’s a reason why this scent is Klinta’s most 
sold.

Citronverbena & Ingefära - Lemon Verbena & Ginger
Fresh limeleaf together with spicy ginger is refreshing with a sharp twist and 
can give a lift to any room or to anybody.  The more the better.

Fläderblom & Citrus - Elderflower & Lemon
A mild summer breeze bringing with it a gust of citrusy freshness.  Invigorating!

Furu & Eneträ - Juniper & Pine
Klinta’s Juniper & Pine is a fresh, distinctive forest fragrance using 100% 
essential oils - perfect for aromatherapy.  Pine is great if you’re feeling 
stressed or have trouble with your airways, while juniper oil is an incredible 
concentration booster.  A unique fragrance that works for both men and 
women all year round.

Granatäpple & Mynta - Pomegranate & Mint
A wonderful mix of grapefruit, lemon and orange combines with fresh tones 
of red berries and crushed pomegranate seeds.  Alongside hints of fresh 
mint leaves, this is a lively and easily-liked fragrance.
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Kaffe & Kardemumma - Coffee & Cardamom
An elegant and grown-up fragrance where notes of coffee beans and fresh 
brewed coffee are accentutated by elements of rum, brandy, sugar cane 
and cocoa beans.  Give your kitchen that permanent fika feeling!

Hallon & Kvitten - Raspberry & Quince
Sweet-sour, sun-ripened and juicy raspberries in tandem with the explosively 
fruity scent of quince.  Raspberry & Quince has been in Klinta’s top three for 
quite some time and doesn’t look to be going anywhere for a while to come.

Hallon & Lime - Raspberry & Lime
Fresh undertones of lime and lemon with sweetly sour raspberry marry with 
topnotes of musk and vanilla, taking us back to childhood and bubblegum!

Honung & Havre - Honey & Oats
Honey & Oats is characterful with its elements of oats, creamy milk, rich 
honey and a note of sweet almond.  Klinta’s sweetest classic has been with 
us right from the start.  Creamy, unmistakable and smelling heavenly.

Hyacint - Hyacinth
Klinta’s unmistakable Hyacinth candle is pure newly bloomed hyacinth with 
a hint of jasmine and sage.  Super popular in Sweden and the North as 
Christmas nears.

Japansk Körsbärsblom - Japanese Cherry Blossom
Plums, pears and apple with undertones of patchouli, cinnamon and vanilla 
sitting on a robust basenote of just-bloomed Japanese cherry blossom.  A 
clear favourite amongst flower lovers.
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Kiwi & Aprikos - Kiwi & Apricot
Juicy topnotes from kiwi and sun-ripened apricots in combination with 
strawberry, melon and white lily give a wonderfully tropical fragrance that 
warms the soul all year round.

Kokos & Råsocker - Coconut & Raw Sugar
Caramelised brown sugar and ripe figs, coconut and a touch of amber 
create a classic coconut fragrance.  Appealing, cosy and warm!

Krusbär & Karamell - Gooseberry & Candy
Sour gooseberries and sweet candy create a rich and intoxicating scent 
with undertones of rose, mallow and creamy coconut.  Unusual and 
characteristically sweet-sour.

Kunglig Pomander - Royal Pomander: Pomander comes from the French pomme 
d’ambre and is a fragrance ball filled with herbs, flowers and essential oils that 
originated in the 15th Century where it hung from a belt or around the wearer’s 
neck.  At the start it was meant to protect against less savoury odours but after 
a while it was perceived more as a fancy accessory.  With its Royal Pomander, 
Klinta has amassed a cavalcade of the aristocracy’s favourite aromas with top 
notes from bergamot, plum, mint and mandarin to jasmine, violet and lily as 
well as a hint of musk and sandalwood.  A wonderful blend of 
fragrances and essences to suit every home!

Lavendel - Lavender
Klinta’s Lavender candle is pure essential.  Over and above the quality of 
its fragrance, lavender has been shown to help with sleeplessness and to 
soothe stress and anxiety.  Imagine yourself in the middle of an endless 
meadow of French lavender.  Breathe and enjoy!

Liljekonvalj - Lily of the Valley
Our popular Lily of the Valley is sweet, fresh and elegant.  The fragrance 
opens with smooth elements of citrus and bergamot but is soon overtaken 
by the eponymous flower.  Undertones of sandalwood and oakmoss in the 
basenote strengthen the blend and make this fragrance a true classic.



Naturligt - Natural
Klinta Natural candle works great at the dinner table where less fragrance 
is often desired and even better for those of us who are extra sensitive to 
fragrances, who can now make the most of Klinta’s Massage Candles and 
all the benefits that come with them.
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About vegetable oil as skincare.  
Skin problems often arise as the result of dryness.  When skin cells don’t get enough moisture, the 
body finds it hard to recover and repair and rashes, eczema, cracks and other skin complaints can 
easily occur.  The oils in our candles are moisturising by nature and since they are 96% vegetable 
oil  (the remaining 4-5% is fragrance) the effect is significant.  And as well as this, soya wax is full of 
vitamin E which appears to be incredibly softening and healing, leaving the skin clear and smooth. 
Since our candles are totally plant oil-based and solid, they do not need artifical preservatives like 
parabens.  We like the natural white colour of our candles which can vary sometimes as a result of 
the fragrances we use and as a result we don’t add any colours.  We believe that it’s unnecessary to 
use animal fats when plant oils work equally as well, if not actually better, and of course none of our 
ingredients are tested on animals.

Nytvättat - Cotton Fresh
A clean, fresh and authentic scent that takes you back to your grandmother’s 
laundry room and billowing, full lines of drying washing.  A bestseller that 
blows a gust of fresh air through your home!
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Rökelse - Incense
This fantastic fragrance mix is based on the world’s most popular incense, 
nag champa.  The combination of frangipani, sandalwood and an abun-
dance of herbs and spices provides a natural muskiness with deep spiritual 
roots.  Perfect for meditation, yoga and mindfulness.

Persika & Honungsmelon - Peach & Honeydew Melon
The pairing of peach and honeydew melon makes for a juicy, uplifting 
fragrance.  These two delicious fruits both taste and smell great together 
and take you away to warmer climes.

Rabarber & Vanilj - Rhubarb & Vanilla
A really good fragrance with sharp rhubarb, spicy ginger and sweet vanilla 
with undertones of cassis and soft toffees.  A favourite!

Renbäddat - Clean Linen
Clean Linen is a unique scent with basenotes of amber and cream and 
undertones of musk and sage.  Deep, comfy beds and fresh linen.  A 
fragrance to dream of!

Ros - Rose
A classic floral fragrance where topnotes of bergamot and lemon meet a 
rose garden in full bloom with undertones of sweet violet, musk and a pinch 
of vanilla.  A must for flower lovers!

Prosecco & Vanilj - Prosecco & Vanilla
Prosecco & Vanilla is a really bright and breezy fragrance.  Fizzy, just sweet 
enough and with a slightly bitter end note.  A feminine fragrance designed 
for use throughout the year.
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Sandelträ - Sandalwood
A classic fragrance that’s often blended with sweeter oils.  But in Klinta’s 
range, it’s been given a place all of it’s own.  A warm and spicy scent with 
powerful undertones of wood and smoke.  This least sweet yet sophisticated 
member of the Klinta family suits men just as well as women.

Svart Granatäpple - Black Pomegranate
Tangy rosé pepper, cardamom, incense and citrus with sweet patchouli and 
lily on a warm base of amber.  An all-rounder, loved by many!

Svart Vinbär & Bergamott - Sweet Cassis & Bergamot
This very feminine fragrance blend is the most complex of all our offerings.  
Mandarin, honey, vanilla, chocolate, patchouli, sweet almond and citrus to 
name a few.  But can so many undertones really work?  An utterly unique 
success!

Syren - Lilac
A classically floral fragrance with elements of jasmine, white rose, lavender 
and the expected topnote of lilac.  A bit like stepping out into the garden 
and breathing in those fantastic flowers all year round.  Quite simply 
springtime in a bottle!

Sötmandel & Äpple - Almond & Apple
It’s nothing new that sweet almond and apple are the perfect match.  Klinta’s 
Almond & Apple soap has been around since we started in 2009 and this is 
its candle-shaped cousin.  Fresh, bright and a real classic.

Tranbär - Cranberry
Very berry with undertones of vanilla and apple.  An unusual and refreshing 
fragrance that’ll liven you up whenever, wherever.
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Trädgårdsmynta - Garden Mint
Pure essential oils from garden mint make for a fantastically envirogorating 
and fresh candle.  Breathe deeply and enjoy with a cup of mint tea on the 
side perhaps.

Unik - Unique
We all experience fragrance differently.  Skin care products smell differently 
on different people.  Sometimes more and sometimes less.  But Unique is 
unique.  This simple fragrance composition is particularly unusual in that 
it varies hugely depending on the wearer and on the receiver’s sense of 
smell.  A single creamy dab can seem sweetly orangey to one person, 
darkly musky to another and something else altogether to a third.  It varies 
both in strength and in penetration.  We’ve chosen this time not to name our 
new addition after ingredients or aroma and have instead used the moniker 
Unique.  Because this is exactly what it is.

Vanilj & Chili - Vanilla & Chilli
The sweetest vanilla blended with spicy chilli pepper gives a timeless, 
sophisticated and classic fragrance.  A perpetual favourite, loved by 
everyone.

Vit Jasmin - White Jasmine
White Jasmine is a delicate mix of lush jasmine blossom, fragrant gardenia 
with a mild undertone of peony.  An enchanting floral blend that’s smooth, 
rounded and stylish all at the same time - an absolute must for flower lovers.

Yoghurt & Jordgubb - Yoghurt & Strawberry
The smell of ripe strawberries with creamy yoghurt with a hint of green 
leaves and vanilla.  Uniquely delicious!



Klintas Book Safe - A great Hand Soap & Lotion gift set for the 
discerning shopper. Already stylishly  packed and available in all 
four of our fragrances. And in classic Klinta style, the gift box doesn’t 
just get thrown away when the contents are removed.  It’s a book 
safe to boot, which can be filled with your valuables (passport, 
cash, jewellery) and discreetly inserted between volumes on the 
bookshelf, where only you know its secret.  There to be used time 
and again.
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Collections & Gift Boxes 

Do you find it hard picking your fragrance for the week? Or do you need to choose a present for 
someone and can’t decide? Don’t worry, the solution is in our Collections and Gift Boxes where we’ve 
gathered some of our best treats. Wrapped and ready to enjoy!

Klinta’s Gift Boxes contains two small candles and a reed diffuser 
set, all with fragrances within three themes:

Klinta’s Gift Box for...
... Flower Lovers
... Citrus Lovers
... Fruit Lovers



The Face Collection, a special selection of gentle products which 
help your skin to breathe and feel good. While offering you a little 
aromatherapy at the same time.  

You can read up on the natural ingredients on page 32. 

Our favourite masculine fragrances, Musk, Sandalwood 
and For Men, have been chosen for The Collection for Men. 
The perfect gift for the man in your life.

In Klinta’s Little Collection we’ve brought together our most popular 
three fragrances - Champagne & Pink Grapefruit, Cotton Fresh and 
Raspberry & Quince. 
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About Klinta’s Quality Promise.
The base of all Klinta’s candles comes from renewable, 
compostible and organic resources - vegetable food-grade 
oils that are either certified organic or ethically sourced.  To this we 
add a few drops of essential or perfume oils.  Nothing else. All of our skincare products have been 
formulated with great consideration paid to the environment, ethical production methods and, 
of course, to quality.  The result is a plant-based*, well-fragranced and handmade range without 
parabens, suphates or other strange ingredients. Neither candles nor skincare products contain 
artificial preservatives and they conform to the EU’s stringent controls regarding the manufacture of 
massage candles, candles and cosmetics.  No component or finished product in our range has been 
tested on animals. 
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Read more about Klintas 
Quality Promise on page 33. 

Lemongrass & Jojoba - Reinvigorating
Our lemongrass oil is steam-distilled from the dried plant and is a very 
effective bactericide.  But above all it’s the fragrance that’s so incredibly 
popular.  It’s uplifting, calming and most of all refreshing. Jojoba is a popular 
ingredient in the world of cosmetics.  A fragrance-free wax, it balances lipid 
production and is rich in vitamins B and E, chromium, copper and zinc which 
all provide anti-aging benefits.

Lavender & Calendula - Calming for body and soul
Our steam-distilled organic lavender oil comes from Provence.  
Apart from its beuatiful fragrance, lavender oil is well-known for its 
calming effect on both the skin and the mind.  Can be beneficial in 
treating acne, small burns, dry skin, ecsema, sunburn and itchy skin. 
For more than 1000 years calendular, aka marigold, has been used for its 
ability to aid in the healing of wounds.

Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit
Klinta’s best-selling fragrance is now available in Hand Soap and Lotion 
using the highest quality cosmetic perfume oil rather than essential oils.  
So no aromatherapy - simply balm for the soul!

Klinta’s natural Hand Soaps & Lotions
Aromatherapy in a bottle.  Klinta’s Hand Soaps and Lotions have been created with the environment, 
ethical production methods and quality at the forefront.  The result is a plant-based, beautifully 
fragranced, handmade explosion of goodness without parabens, colourants or sulphates but which 
still effectively removes dirt and germs.  We haven’t even used any perfume oils in two of the three 
fragrances which means that all those wonderful scents come straight from essential oils that have 
been extracted from fruits, flowers and herbs.  At the same time as your skins absorbs the benefits of 
all these oils, you get to enjoy the bonus of aromatherapy.
New this autumn by huge public demand is our best-selling Bubbly & Pink Grapefruit.  At last!

ALSO 
AVAILABLE  

IN GIFT SET 
see page 32
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Klinta’s Hand Scrub transforms hands from tired and dirty to fresh and clean 
in a jiffy.  Ground olive stones that are rinsed away after use gently scrub 
away dirt, exfoliating as they work. Squeeze some scrub onto wet hands 
and rub them together for 60 seconds.  Rinse your hands with water and 
then moisturise with Klinta’s Body Butter or Massage Candle oil.  Complete 
this routine weekly and you’ll have silky smooth, super clean hands in no 
time.  A huge benefit after a bout of garden work.

Our vegetable oil soaps are made using the same nourishing palm oil 
as our Massage Candles.  They are completely free from parabens and 
sulphates, come in a range of mild fragrances and give a wonderfully rich 
lather.  Our soaps are also 99% organic. 

Orange Blossom & Lavender
Buttermilk 
Almond & Apple
Wild Fig & Grapefruit
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Klinta’s Sea Salt
Klinta’s raw and natural sea salt has been harvested, cleaned and sieved by hand and as a result has 
kept all of its minerals and nourshing ingredients.  The salt cleanses, stimulates and softens the skin but 
also helps on the inside by reducing blood pressure, soothing arthritic and muscle pain whilst also 
being fantastically detoxifying and purifying.

This is how you use it:  In a footbath, bathtub or as a scrub in the shower. Feel free to use the enclosed 
organza bag! You can also use the salt as a scrub, either as it is or blended with vegetable oil, which 
would help with moisturizing. 
 

Detox
Sea salt is a natural detoxifier that cleanses the skin. Follow these steps: Put on some of your 
favourite music, light a few candles and lock the bathroom door.  Mix a little sea salt with 
water or vegetable oil (olive oil is perfect for this!), apply to your skin and enjoy the fantastic 
fragrances for a minute or so before you step into the shower.  Gently massage in the salt 
mixture while under the shower.  This won’t only help purify your skin, but it will also exfoliate 
dead skin cells that are then easily rinsed away.



40g Tea Bag 
Portioned pleasure in a handy 
organza bag, available in a 
cardboard display stand.

150g Tub 
The same size as our Body Butter tub. 
There’s also a resusable organza bag in the lid.

Our salt is blended with dried herbs and flowers as well as essential oils and is free from both 
artificial colours and preservatives. All products are available in three different scents: 

300g Refill Bag 
Reuse the original tub or choose your own container.

Rose & White Genista - Fights pain and depression. 
Contains: sea salt, dried rose and white genista with essential oils.  Nothing else. 

Lavender & Osmanthus - Relaxing, mentally fortifying and great against anxiety 
and stress. Contains: sea salt, dried lavender, calendula and osmanthus with 
essential oils.  Nothing else. 

Eucalyptus & Amaranth - Stimulating and concentration-boosting.
Perfect for fighting a cold or combating tiredness. 
Contains: sea salt, dried eucalyptus and globe 
amaranth with essential oils.  Nothing else.

IDEAL FOR 
FOOT BATHS, 
SPA BATHS OR 
AS A SCRUB!
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Raspberry 
Contains: sunflower oil, beeswax, coconut oil, vitamin E and 
extract of raspberry, rosemary and calendula.  Nothing else.
95% organic ingredients
100% natural ingredients

Sea Buckthorn 
Contains: sunflower oil, beeswax, coconut oil, vitamin E and extract of sea buckthorn, 
orange,   Nothing else.
98% organic ingredients
100% natural ingredients

Coconut 
Contains: sunflower oil, coconut oil, candelila wax, 
cocoa butter, natural flavours from coconut, vitamin E and 
rosemary, calendula and stevia.
95% organic ingredients
100% natural ingredients

Cherry & Beetroot 
Contains:  jojoba oil, beeswax, coconut oil, natural aroma, 
beetroot juice, vitamin E, zink oxide, rosemary extract, 
calendula, stevia and alkanet. Nothing else.
94% organic ingredients
100% natural ingredients

Orange & Clove 
Contains: sunflower oil, beeswax, coconut oil, orange oil, 
clove oil, vitamin E, rosemary and calendula.  Nothing else.
86% organic ingredients 
100% natural ingredients

NEW 
FLAVOUR 
& NEW 
DESIGN

Read more about Klintas Quality Promise on page 33. 

Klinta’s natural Lip Balm
Klinta’s Lip Balm is a hydrating nutrition bomb!  Apart from a tiny amount of natural extract, our Lip 
Balm is made from certified organic beeswax, sunflower oil and coconut oil. Our production methods 
use 100% renewable energy.  Our plastic tubes contain 40% recycled material.
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About petroleum, paraffin and other mineral oils used in many lip balms.
Paraffin is a product of raw petroleum oil and used as a cheap filler in a number of skincare products 
including lip balms widely available on the Swedish market.  It blocks pores and forms a membrane 
across the skin and while it doesn’t dry out the skin in itself, it prevents the skin from being able to 
absorb moisture and other nourishing substances.  It has no nutritional value and as a result the lips 
can become dry and irritated over time where the product is used only periodically.  The result is that 
your lips become dependent on on their balm.  Instead, choose a lip balm made from natural plant 
oils.  The richer the better. And remember to drink lots of water!

In true Klinta-spirit we avoid... 

artificial preservatives 
colours
perfumes
herbicides or pesticides
paraffin which leads to dry skin 
animal testing
unnecessary additives 

And instead we...

use extract of rosemary, calendula and vitamin E
appreciate the beautiful natural hues
use pure plant extracts
choose as much organic content as possible
take natural raw materials naturally hydrate 
test our products on willing, happy humans
keep things simple, effective and natural 
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The Face Collection

The Face Collection, a special selection of gentle products which help your skin to breathe and feel 
good. While offering you a little aromatherapy at the same time.  The ingredients have been very 
carefully chosen. There are of course no parabens, sulphates, mineral oils, animal products or colours 
in any of them. Even the perfumes are entirely natural, extracted from nature’s flowers, herbs, berries 
and trees. It  simply doesn’t have to be that complicated to be both effective and luxurious. 

Make-Up Remover with Calendula & Jojoba
Contains water, vegetable glycerine, whitch hazel, vegetable wax, 
olive oil, calendula oil, rosewater, jojoba, benzoin oil, natural 
preservatives. 
 

 

Face Oil with Rosehip & Borage
Conatins apricot kernel oil, jojoba, rosehip oil, 
borage oil, geranium oil, rose geranium,vitamin 
E, bergamot oil.

Freshener with Peppermint & Lavender
Contains lavender flower water, peppermint flower water, 
natural preservative.

Face Wash with Jojoba & Rose
Contains water, vegetable glycerine, witch hazel, 
vegetable wax, olive oil, rosewater, jojoba, rose 
geranium, tangerine oil, ylang ylang, natural 
preservatives. 

Klinta’s Face Collection is free from 
artifical perfumes and takes its fragrances 
directly from nature. Remember to 
breathe deeply and enjoy the aromas.  
 

ALL OF OUR  
FACIAL PRODUCTS 

CAN ALSO BE 
FOUND IN THE FACE 

COLLECTION ON 
PAGE 33
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Beard & Stubble Oil 

With a base made from argan, apricot kernel, jojoba and sunflower oils rich in vitamin E, our Beard 
and Stubble Oil is easily absorbed and helps to protect and strengthen your beard and prevent itching.  
Instead of perfumes, we use a masculine composition of nourishing essential oils - refreshing 
lemongrass, antiseptic cypress, healing lavender, immunity-boosting bergamot and purifying 
rosemary.  Nothing else.

Your beard will smell great

Your beard will look smarter and better cared for

Your beard will easier to comb

The oil kills bacteria and fungus  

Your skin will itch less

3

2
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Many of us believe that flakiness in beards is dead skin or dandruff, but 
it is in fact tiny little fungal growths.  A good beard oil kills this fungus.

No colours
No phthalates

No mineral oils

No animal products
No perfume
No parabens or preservatives



Our Body & Massage Oil also makes for a great bath oil. Add a few 
drops in the bath tub or to your foot bath for that extra touch of luxury. 
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Read more about Klintas Quality Promise on page 33.

Klinta’s Body & Massage Oil 

Klinta’s Body & Massage Oil available in two different fragrances.  Both are carefully formulated to 
give a wonderful massage experience while also moisturising the skin. Once again we have chosen 
to keep everything as natural as possible and with between six and eight ingredients, it’s easy to be 
transparent. Because if the basic ingredients are good, then the product will be too. 

Bergamot & Palmarosa - Reinvigorating
Contains sweet almond oil, sun flower oil, jojoba oil, apricot kernel oil, tangerine 
oil, lemongrass, sweet, fruity and uplifting bergamot  and spicy palmarosa That’s it. 
Nothing else. 

Lavender & Argan Oil - Stress-relieving and relaxing
Contains sweet almond oil, apricot kernel oil, wheatgerm, calendula, lavender and 
argan oil.  That’s it. Nothing else.

ALSO A 
GREAT 

BATH OIL



Klinta’s Body Butter 
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• NO COLOURS

• NO ANIMAL INGREDIENTS

• NO PARABENS OR ARTIFICIAL 
PRESERVATIVES

• NO MINERAL OILS

Available in six fragrances:
Lavender & Rosemary
Mango
Rose Geranium
Black Pomegranate
Unique
White Jasmine

Pumpice Stone

Klinta’s Pumice is made from Turkish vulvanic lava that has 
been smoothed to an attractive, round and porous stone that 
easily rubs away dry, calloused and cracked skin on your feet.  

 

Organic Face Towel 

Klinta’s little face towel can be used to both dry and scrub your 
face and body with. Its GOTS-certification confirms its organic 
origin.   
  



Sweden:
T +46 (0)413 33439 / info@klintaco.se

Finland:
Gun Winter - gun.winter@witex.fi / finland@klintaco.se

Denmark:
Elisabeth Lund - +45 21 69 39 18 / denmark@klintaco.se

Norway:
SAANS AS - post@saans.no / +47 95036243/+47 97041006

Australia:
www.nordicfusion.com.au / wholesale@nordicfusion.com.au

Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg:
Maria Kevin - +31 6 1520 1521 / benelux@klintaco.se / www.maiteinterior.com

Germany:
mail@klintaco.de - www.klintaco.de - +49 (0) 4357 764 9129

China:
china@klintaco.se

Japan:
P.O.S. Co. Ltd. / +81-4-2938-2277 / info@posjapan.co.jp / www.posjapan.co.jp

United Kingdom:
uk@klintaco.se

The rest of the world:
info@klintaco.se

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for masses of hints and tips!
We reserve the right to amend any of the information given in this catalgoue without 

notice.  We cannot be held liable for any misprints in the copy held in this catalogue.
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